The effects are explored of using different dynamic features in conjunction with an HMM that permits a dependency on both preceeding and succeeding frames. In particular, features which capture dynamic information are vaned in the interframe dependent HMM. A recognition accuracy of 93.9% for the Connex speaker-independent E-set was obtained using tied states.
Introduction:
The interframe dependent (1FD)-HMM was originally proposed [l] as a means of overcoming the independence assumption of speech frames within the framework of an HMM.
In particular, the observed frame was assumed to be dependent on a number of preceeding frames. Later work [2] extended the model, forming the bi-directional IFD-HMM, which permitted both succeeding and preceeding frame dependencies to be employed; the non-stationary nature of speech entails that the succeeding frames include dynamic spectral information not contained in the preceeding frames.
We emlore the union of the IFD-HMM and features that application of a Baum-Welsh re-estimation procedure [l, 21. The estimation procedure is similar to that of the traditional multiple mixture Gaussian HMM. However, in the multiple-mixture Gaussian procedure, the mixture i s formed over the instantaneous observation space, whereas for the IFD-HMM it is formed over the observation history. the useful discriminative spectral information contained i n the ing differential MFCC based features, as shown in Fig. 1 where speech utterance. However, should both approaches only capture recognition accuracy is expressed as a function of the model a subset of the available information, then it is possible that the parameter size, which is increased through the use of additional union of the two approaches will result in a model that contains mixtures (for the standard HMMs) or frame dependencies (for the more information than either of the two approaches considered in IFD-HMMs). We conclude that when MFCC features are used, isolation. To test this hypothesis, we explore the effects of introthe IFD-HMM offers a significantly higher recognition accuracy ducing two different types of dynamic features to the IFD-HMM. for a given model parameter size, than a corresponding HMM using differential MFCC features. Furthermore, the IFD-HMM Model definition: The probability density function (PDF) of the biuskg MFCC+AMFCC features permits the highest levels of recdirectional IFD-HMM observation sequence, given a state ognition accuracy, and provides a means of overcoming the sequence and set of frame dependencies, is expressed as the geoalmost static level of recognition accuracy reached when the addimetric combination of two mi-directional PDFs (one conditional tion of new frame dependencies does not sigmtkantly provide any on succeeding frames, and the other on preceeding frames): new information. Although the addition of MFCC+AMFCC to the bi-directional IFD-HMM resulted in increased recognition accuracies, when S-CTM based features were used, lower levels of recognition accuracy resulted. Fig. 2 shows the recognition accuracies for the IFD-HMM using a number of two-frame dependencies (one succeeding and one preceeding). When S-CTM based features are used, the resultant recognition accuracy is somewhat insensitive to the choice of frame dependencies, whereas MFCC based features are highly sensitive to the choice of frame dependencies. Based on the collected findings, we conclude that the dependent frames should be selected so that there is little temporal overlap between the features. Maximal performance should be expected to arise from that set of frame dependencies which minimises the temporal overlap between features whilst still ensuring that a maximum amount of useful dynamic information is captured. However, when S-CTM based features are employed, due to the much longer temporal 
where F -= {T+,-(l) ... T',-(N)} defines the dependency relationship between the observed frame and the Preceeding and succeeding frame% respectively, With each z+.-(n> > 0 and x+,-(n -1) < z',dn); bs(ZIZ, ... is the conditional observation density for state S, which is approximated as a weighted mixture of a set offht-order Gaussian conditional densities [l]:
where fS,(zlzJ represents the nth component Gaussian conditional density in state s. The IFD-HMM can be estimated through the coverage of this feature, any dependencies close to the observed frame will have a considerable degree of overlap. However, if the overlap is minimised then the frame dependencies are too far removed from the observed frame to capture much useful information. The use of MFCCs augmented with delta spectral components has enabled the previous bi-directional IFD-HMM's highest recognition accuracy of 92.4% [2] to be extended. A fifteen state, of which the last nine states were tied [4], IFD-HMM using an four preceeding and four succeeding dependent frames combined with MFCC+AMFCC features obtained an E-set recognition accuracy of 93.9% This result was obtained without the use of multiple mixtures for the component densities, and to the authors knowledge is the highest result yet published for this database. A comparison of fifteen state models (the last nine states tied) is shown in Table 1 . The standard HMM result is taken from [4] and the S-CTM result from [3] .
Bi-directional IFD-HMM
In conclusion, the use of MFCC+AMFCC in conjunction with the IFD-HMM provides a mechanism through which more useful dynamic information can be captured, resulting in an increased recognition accuracy over that obtained by either the standard HMM using dynamic features or the IFD-HMM using static features alone.
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Introduction: From a linguistic point of view, speech may be considered as a concatenation of a limited number of basic units such as phonemes. An adequate set of these segments may be gathered in a codebook used to synthesise speech. Hence, a high compression rate can be achieved by transmitting only the phoneme indexes [l, 21.
Naturalness in a text-to-speech synthesiser can be improved by using diphones (the part of speech between the centres of two subsequent phonemes) instead of phonemes, since diphones capture transitions between sounds [3]. This suggests that using diphones as the basic speech unit may result in better quality compared to previous phoneme-based vocoders. This Letter presents a speech compression system based on diphones, outlined in Fig. 1 . The coder is composed of a diphone recogniser which determines diphone labels and boundaries, and a prosody analyser. At the decoder stage, speech is obtained by concatenation of diphone templates coming from a speaker dependent codebook. The synthesiser is based on a source-filter vocal model, allowing easy modification of prosody parameters. A different codebook is required for each user, unless a standard voice is used.
The Italian llanguage has been used to test the performance of the system. Our phonetic transcription is based on 30 different symbols (sounds) plus a symbol representing silence. Of the 961 combinations of two symbols, only 511 are encountered in the Italian language.
Diphone segmentation and prosody analysis: A neural network
(NN) speaker independent diphone recogniser has been used to determine diphone probabilities [4] . The recognition and synthesis processes rely on linear predictive analysis: a 14th order filter is computed for each frame. The incoming speech signal (sampled at 8kHz) is preemphasised, following which Hamming windowing is
